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Abstract
Multi-agent systems, systems consisting of more than one acting and decision
making entities, are of great interest to researchers because they have advantages for
some specific tasks where it would be more effective to use multiple small and simple
robots rather than a large and complex one. One of the major problems with multi-agent
systems is developing a means to organize or control the overall behavior of the system.
Typically, multi-agent control involves one of two structures. In some designs, there is a
hierarchy with some robots being leaders and other followers. Other designs involve
robot specialization towards one particular task or individual robots which loosely or
strongly cooperate in some manner to yield the desired behavior.
This thesis studies using bayesian decision networks (BDNs) as a method to
control individual robots to achieve some group or cooperative behavior. BDNs are
powerful tools enabling designers of intelligent agents to model the agent's environment
and the behavior of other agents without expert knowledge about a system. The
probabilistic nature of these networks allows agents to learn about themselves and their
environment by updating their bayesian network (BN) with new observations. While two
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methods of learning and responding to change in the environment with BNs,
parameter learning and structure learning, have been studied by many researchers as a
means to control a single robot or teams of robots, a third method, utility updating, has
seen little study. This work is thus a novel study of BN control since it incorporates all
three methods to develop a decision theoretic agent (DTA).
The agent is applied to a modified version of a personal rapid transit (PRT)
problem (or personal automated transport (PAT)) that is simulated in Matlab. PRT is a
proposed public transport method which offers automated on-demand transportation
between any two nodes of the transportation network. The PRT problem of interest is
that of autonomous control. This can be likened to one of multi-agent control of many
identical agents.
Several agents are developed to solve the problem, a rule based agent and BN-
agents which use various subsets of the three network updating methods. The
experimental results show that the DTA that uses parameter, structure, and utility
updating could be a superior solution to agents based only on some subset of those
methods.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
There are many problems driving the study of cooperative multi-robot teams.
Some are complex problems whose solution with a single robot requires prohibitively
high cost, sensor complexity, high sophistication and computational resources of its
controller. Nature and humanity are full of examples where teams of many individuals
are able to complete projects of great complexity. It is inevitable that research will
extend that to apply to robotics. Also, the next phase in the drive to make robots more
like humans involves interaction among robots. In order to give robots the ability to
coordinate tasks, make decisions, and perform tasks jointly or in the presence of other
robots, issues such as planner architecture, inter-robot communication, learning, and
cooperation are being studied [1,2, 3,4 5].
A problem common to most robotic systems is enabling the robot or agent to
reason under uncertainty. As robotic systems grow more complex and focus shifts to
reliability, safety, and optimum control, a reasoning system that can operate well in the
face of uncertain, incomplete, or missing data, is very desirable. Bayesian decision
networks (BDNs) were designed to address these types of problems [6]. Bayesian
networks (BNs) are a set of graphical structures that enables modeling of conditional
dependencies (and independencies) among various variables or states of a system. Their
graphical nature allows for an intuitive grasp of the relationships among variables [6].
BDNs extend BNs with additional structures that allow for decision making. Since this
combines decision making with a probabilistic model of a system, decisions can be made
in the presence of uncertainty.
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This thesis concentrates on the application of BDNs to machine learning
within the context of multi-agent systems. Furthermore, this work is concerned with
machine learning that is accomplished while the machine is performing its desired
operation, termed online learning. The ability to learn on the job has advantages for
situations where the environment is very hard to model or the operation of the machine is
desired immediately.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis implements a third and novel method of learning with BDNs, termed
utility updating. This thesis investigates the performance of utility updating by
comparing it to structure and parameter updating of BDNs to determine whether its
application will yield significant benefits. A simulation of a mass transit problem is used
to provide a multi-agent problem to test this method.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 presents a summary of the current body of cooperative robotics
research describing the various methods by which cooperation is realized within
intelligent agents. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the BN concepts necessary to
understand their importance as a tool for robotics researchers and how BDNs are used to
achieve machine learning. Chapter 4 develops the research problem in the context of the
concepts covered in Chapters 2 and 3, and describes personal rapid transit (PRT), the
transportation problem to which the agents developed in this research are applied.
Chapters 5, 6, and 7 respectively discuss the step by step development of the BN agent
under study, simulation results, and conclusions derived from this research. The
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remaining sections list references and source code for the agents and personal
rapid transit simulation in Matlab.
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2. Cooperative Robotics
2.1 Introduction
Cooperative robotics or multi-agent robotic systems are broad terms used to
describe systems involving multiple robots which interact in some way to accomplish
some task. The definition of cooperation is the key to identifying the various topics of
cooperative robotics research. A literature search in the area of cooperative robotics [8]
revealed that cooperation is defined in one of three ways:
1 . Collaboration on a task for the purpose of decreasing the time needed to
perform the task or optimizing some other performance metric.
2. Interaction between robots which involves some form of communication
between them or an ability to sense the state of other robots.
3. Working together to complete a task or realize a goal which requires
implicit collaboration between at least two agents.
The first definition covers tasks which could theoretically be performed by a very
large robot or one with access to a very large sensor array for example, but are instead
broken down into parallel operations that take advantage of the combined abilities of
many robots to achieve the same performance. Robot swarms or colonies are examples
of research effort in this area [2, 7].
The second definition covers some areas of team behavior and topics related to
robot interactions that may or may not be directly collaborative. For example, a team of
robot exploring an unknown environment may need to traverse the same space. In this
situation, being able to identify and localize team members or know where a team
member is going would help reduce the problem of dynamic path planning. Cooperative
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robotics in many cases is an extension of research on single-robot systems.
Problems common to single-robot systems will thus be compounded when considering
many such robots [8].
The third definition is especially interesting. This one focuses on systems whose
tasks are inherently cooperative. Team-based games, manipulation of objects which are
larger and heavier than a single robot, the pursuit (or predator-prey) domain [1], and
herding, are all examples of tasks that require cooperation for successful completion.
Large-scale tasks with time constraints fit under this definition. These include surveying
an unknown area within some time span, search and rescue missions, and finding the
location of some toxic radiation or fume.
2.2 Research Areas
Cooperative robotics research tends to either be driven by the need to find a
solution to a particular problem, or to explore some mechanism by which cooperation is
achieved. In the case where a solution to a particular problem is required, a researcher
may go through the following categorization before exploring a particular idea:
1 . Implementation of cooperative behavior must rely on some infrastructure, the
group architecture [8]. This covers the concepts of homogenous and heterogeneous
teams as well as centralized and decentralized architectures.
2. Cooperation is typically either active [2] or passive [8]. Active cooperation
involves some form of communication between robots. Passive cooperation uses
observations of other robot actions. As a result, there must either be an ability to model
other agents or a communications structure, or both, to facilitate interaction.
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3. Since there will be multiple robots which may be using common
resources, be it space, communication bandwidth, processor time, or energy, there needs
to be some method of conflict resolution to mediate access to those resources [5].
4. Finally, the issue of cooperation arises, specifically how to motivate and
achieve cooperation [8]. It is here that the specific problem solution will be sought.
However, the methods of cooperation studied are dependent on the conflict resolution
schemes chosen and the elements of group architecture used to realize the system.
Each of the subcategories is also a target of research. Of the three, conflict
resolution most comprehensively covers the issues raised from single-robot research such
as accurate odometry, obstacle avoidance, and path planning.
2.2.1 Group Architecture
The group architecture is the basis for a cooperative system. The architecture will
determine the capabilities of the system and the cooperative behavior strategies
employable by the system.
One such architecture is ALLIANCE, an architecture designed for fault tolerant
multi-robot communication and decision making [2]. This architecture requires that
robots be able to detect the effects of their actions and those of team members. It
assumes that robots on a team are not adversarial, that the robot's goal is to further the
efforts of the team. By making the assumption that communications, robot subsystems,
or entire robots are subject to failure, the architecture implements fault tolerance by
outlining methods for other team members to assume operation of a task or continue task
operations in the face of some failure. Action recognition, the ability to detect what
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actions other robots are taking as well as one's own actions is a challenging
problem that is approached with a combination of sensing and communications. Team
members broadcast their current state to the others to aid in this regard.
ALLIANCE uses mathematically-modeled motivations such as impatience and
acquiescence to achieve adaptive action selection or cooperation [2]. It delineates
behavioral sets that are either active or dormant. These reduce the need for a robot to
choose between competing actions which cannot be pursued in parallel. ALLIANCE
provides a framework for solutions to many of the problems outlined in this section of the
thesis.
Another group architecture of interest is the cellular robotic system: CeBot [3]. In
CeBot, the robotic system is composed of cells which are self-organizing, allowing the
system to dynamically reconfigure itself. Cell behavior evolves through cooperation with
other cells. CeBot pursues the concept of self-recognition for each cell. This is the
knowledge of what role a particular cell has in its current grouping of cells and how that
relates to the overall system goals. In this system, sub-goals are assigned to cells that
then move toward performing them. Goals that require a certain number of cells will
attract cells towards them. As the number of cells involved with a particular goal
increases, other cells will be repelled towards more attractive goals. Once a task is
completed, it too becomes a repellent and moves the participating cells away towards
other tasks that need completion.
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Centralization and Decentralization
One of the most important decisions to be made when designing a multi-agent
system is whether to have a centralized control, a single agent or controller which issues
all commands, or a decentralized one. Centralized architectures are exemplified in
leader-follower structures where one robot, which may be larger and more sophisticated
than its followers, makes all the control decisions and assigns roles to the followers. A
decentralized architecture does not have a central command. Instead, the decision
making is distributed equally over all the agents in the system.
One special case of decentralized architecture is the swarm architecture. Swarm
behavior depends on mathematical convergence of results to bring out desired behaviors
[2]. This is similar to the mathematical convergence of infinite series to a finite value or
the use of Brownian motion to separate microbes from blood as it travels through
nanotubes. Locally, Brownian motion seems to be totally random however
macroscopically, it can be used to generate desired behavior [9].
Batalin and Sukhatme [10] propose two decentralized control algorithms for
solving the two-dimensional surveillance coverage problem using multiple mobile robots.
One application is a search-and-rescue operation where a team of robots are introduced to
the accident site and activated. The robots will automatically spatially distribute
themselves to maximize sensor coverage [10]. The resulting sensor network could then
be used by rescue workers to find humans [10]. The simple approach to distributing the
robots involves each robot individually selecting a direction away from all its
immediately sensed neighbors and moving away without any communication with them
[10]. The "more complex approach involves assigning temporary identities to the robots
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which exchange relative location data to coordinate their separation. Here, each
robot makes the control decisions that would best achieve its local goal of separation, and
the aggregate achieves the entire system goal of distributing a sensor network.
Homogeneous andHeterogeneous
In many ways, this aspect of group architecture is very connected to the question
of centralization versus decentralization. Homogenous teams are made up of robots with
identical capabilities and methods of locomotion. Generally all team members are
identical robots. A heterogeneous team could have a common sensor suite with several
robots having different special sensors, varying types of locomotion, and varying types of
communication capabilities. Heterogeneous teams may not necessarily have been
designed to work together. They can be formed using multiple individual robots which
originally were made for different tasks.
Leader-follower teams are typically heterogeneous with the leader coordinating
the activities or assigning roles to specialist members. On the other hand, a team
comprised only of specialists could be decentralized with each robot sharing the control
load. This thesis defines specialist teams as those made up of robots which may share a
common base of communications and sensor equipment, but individually also posses a
"special"
sensor, for example an odor sensor, some form of radiometry, or an advanced
ranging instrument such as a laser measurement device. As a result, each robot has a
specialized role it plays in the team.
In general, heterogeneity introduces complexity since task allocation becomes
more difficult, and agents have a greater need to model other individuals in the group. In
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the absence of modeling, agents would need to be able to detect what actions team
members are currently undertaking or be able to communicate this information to others.
This can be mitigated by performing task allocation at design time based on each robot's
abilities. However, the dynamic response of the system can be limited if the agent
performing some critical task fails during operation.
Another concept of interest within this sub-architecture is that of task coverage.
Task coverage measures the ability of a given team member to achieve a given task [8].
So, for a homogenous team, task coverage is high since all team members can perform
the same tasks while in a heterogeneous team, there may only be a single member that
can perform a particular task. As a result, task coverage can be seen as a measure of the
demand for cooperation [8]. When task coverage is high, tasks can be completed without
much cooperation, however, when task coverage is low, more interaction is needed
among team members to ensure task completion.
2.2.2 Type of Cooperation
Two robots which work in parallel may decrease task completion time or increase
throughput of a system, however, the robots can work without any knowledge of the
other robot or what it is doing. System performance increases when agents actually
cooperate or work with some knowledge of the actions or behavior of other agents within
the system.
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Active Cooperation
In [9], three methods were applied to the task of moving a box from a starting
point to a goal location while avoiding obstacles. The box to be moved is of size that a
single robot can perform the task alone. This is a task which does not require
cooperation, but performance of the task can be enhanced through it. The researchers
conducted three sets of experiments to study cooperation. In the first, a single robot
pushed the box to the goal. In the second, two robots used identical strategies without
any knowledge of what the other robot was doing. In the third, a cooperative
communication and synchronization strategy was used. The single robot case was
typically successful and took an average of 15.5 steps. The multi-robot non-cooperative
strategy was typically unsuccessful, but in the times it did succeed, it took an average of 8
steps. The third experiment was very successful. All runs resulted in the box being
successfully moved to the goal with an average of 25% less time (six steps) than the
successful second experiment times.
The above study validates the advantage of cooperative robotics. The study
shows that while in ideal situations, two individual agents performing simple tasks could
achieve success and a decrease in task completion time, the probability of success
increases greatly when a simple method of cooperation is employed. In terms of
cooperation type, the robots in [9] used active cooperation.
Active cooperation is achieved predominately via communication between agents.
In research, and in the real world, there are few systems where cooperation is purely
achieved by these means. Typically, communications augment a cooperation strategy. In
the real world, active cooperation can be found where the sensing abilities of one agent is
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so low, another agent with a global view or more powerful sensor provides all the
localization and motion directions. Typically, these are systems with extreme
specialization among agents, to the point where they share few if any common sensors or
actuators.
In [11], an implementation of a distributed technique for cooperative leader
following, or convoying, is discussed where cooperation is implemented via
communication between agents. In this method, each robot, except the first, follows its
local leader. This technique specifies team-level and robot-level behaviors. The team-
level behaviors arise through the execution of the robot-level behaviors. The robot level
behaviors are chosen in such a way that each leader is responsible for its follower. If a
follower starts falling behind, a leader will slow down or stop until the follower catches
up. The technique devised by Carpin and Parker makes use of two global counters to
control team behavior [11]. Each robot makes local decisions based on the values of the
counter. The counters are shared (distributed) among all team members. When a robot
encounters a dangerous situation, it broadcasts an update to the counters and as it leaves
the situation, it decrements the counter. Since the counters, which are shared by all of the
robots, guide the team's action, this technique is independent of team size or an
individual robot. The technique allows for fault recovery, to some degree, due to missed
broadcasts by implementing a local timer on each robot. After the timer expires, the first
robot to recognize the missed message situation issues the missing message. This system
is not fully fault tolerant. If a robot were to break down, all of its followers would be
stuck behind it. Presumably, they will update the global counters to such a state that
would cause the entire team to halt. Eventually, the robots ahead of the stalled one will
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exit broadcast range and be able to continue their mission, while those tracking the
failed leader will be left behind, despite being in working condition.
Passive Cooperation
Passive cooperation occurs where an agent gathers information about the state or
actions of other agents within the system for use in its planning process without direct
communication between itself and the other agents. Typically, this involves either the
use of sensors to detect, or a model of agent behavior to predict, the locations, actions, or
the effects of actions of other agents.
Flocking, moving in formation, or single line convoying are all examples of
activities where robots maintain separation by visual or range sensor means. In air traffic
control, controllers must maintain positive separation of aircraft at all times. This means
that they predict places where potential collisions may occur and either slow an aircraft
down or direct it to climb or to descend to a different altitude. For example, as the
national air system continues to grow, the throughput decreases due to union and human
limitations on the amount of aircraft a single controller can handle; more autonomy will
need to be introduced to the system to maintain or improve that throughput.
Lewis and Tan [12] describe a virtual structure for control of cooperative robots.
Specifically, a virtual geometric structure is imposed upon the robots which form the
vertices of the structure. A vision system that tracks the positions of all the robots is
accessed by the individual robots and used to maintain their formation in the structure.
Translation of the structure in a specific direction is simple. Application of a force on
one edge of an object constrains the rest of the object to move along the direction of the
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applied force. So, by forcing one robot to move in a certain direction, to maintain
the structure, the others must mimic its movement.
The researchers found that their algorithm is fault tolerant. The structure is
maintained as long as possible, even in the event of one robot failing. The control
algorithm is of high precision despite the fact that the robots in the experiment differed in
performance [12]. The algorithm can be applied to different geometries other than those
tested in their experiments and can be implemented in a distributed fashion.
Brown and Jennings [13] describes a pusher-steerer system for cooperative
mobile robot manipulation. In the system, one robot steers while the other pushes the
object lying in between them. The pusher exerts the force needed to move the object and
rotates to follow the steerer. In this system, there is no explicit communication between
the pusher and steerer [13]. This algorithm seems to collapse the two robots so that they
work as a single unit.
Cooperation arises through the physics of the system. The pusher provides the
motive force while the steerer only turns to follow its preset path. As the pusher exerts
force on the object, the object will move in one of three ways. If the object maintains
contact with the same bumper surface of the steerer, it is being pushed along a straight
path with both the pusher and steerer being aligned along the object's axis of symmetry.
The object can slide in a bad direction due to misalignment of the robots or while moving
in a circular arc. However, the friction between the object and steerer ensures that under
most circumstance, contact is maintained and with time, the object will experience a
force that will move it towards proper alignment with the steerer. This proper alignment
can be seen as an equilibrium or minimum force state for the forces involved. However,
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since zero friction with the steerer is also an equilibrium state, the system can also
move towards one where the pusher and steerer become decoupled.
Kludge [14] introduces a system where motion planning among moving obstacles
is approached by modeling the obstacles as intelligent decision making agents with
similar decision making processes as the mobile robot. Uncertainty of the moving
obstacles decisions are modeled with a probabilistic extension to the velocity obstacle
approach [14] where the faster an object is moving, the less likely it is to change
directions. This solution accounts for a missing link in traditional moving obstacle
avoidance: how to account for the avoidance behavior of the moving obstacle. The
actions of the moving obstacle are predicted using information of the obstacles current
motion goal (where is it going or headed), dynamic capabilities (translation and rotation
max speeds and acceleration profiles for example), and the actual obstacle velocity.
These parameters are determined by continuous observation of the obstacle.
Kludge does not suggest how to develop the models of an obstacle's dynamic
capabilities or motional goals and realizes the recursive nature of the solution makes it
computationally expensive. However, he indicates that this approach could serve as a
basis for reasoning or learning about objects in the environment through observation and
comparison with existing models. The approach is considered a reasonable tradeoff
between computational feasibility and more detailed modeling [14].
2.2.3 Conflict Resolution
Conflicts are defined as situations where two or more entities are requesting use
of or attempting to use the same resource. Resources can be in terms of spatial resources
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(two robots wanting to occupy the same space at the same time), communications
resources (two robots wanting to simultaneously broadcast messages over the same
channel), or some other form. Additionally, conflicts can arise with abstract resources of
control or task management such as two robots wanting to take over a given task at the
same time. While the former conflict types are extensions of work done in single robot
systems, networking, and other systems, the second is native to multi-robot systems and
is typically solved by algorithms which motivate and achieve cooperation or are
examined in specific group architectures.
2.2.4 Motivation and Achievement of Cooperation
Cooperation can be shown to arise between formerly non-cooperative entities in
the animal world if there is some benefit to be gained and reciprocation among those
cooperating. Similarly, in robotic systems, cooperation is easier to motivate when
individual agents can benefit, in terms of achieving their individual goals, while
interacting in some way to allow another agent to achieve its goal. By designing or
formulating problems as situations where an individual can simultaneously achieve its
own goals while interacting with other agents, methods of cooperation can be applied to a
system.
CooperativeMachine Learning
Learning in robotic systems can be classified into the following four categories:
1. Learning numerical functions for calibration or parameter adjustment.
2. Learning about the world.
3. Learning to coordinate behaviors.
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4. Learning new behaviors.
Machine learning itself is can be organized into supervised, unsupervised, and
reinforcement learning algorithms [15]. In supervised learning, the outputs or system
response is known a priori for a given set of inputs. The goal of supervised learning
systems for robots is to learn the mapping of environment and robot states to robot
actions. This can be accomplished with neural networks, decision trees, BNs, or other
classification methods [15]. In unsupervised learning, the expected output or response is
not known ahead of time. In this case, the goal is to leam what that response is, rather
than a method of generating it. In reinforcement learning, the agent performs some
action and an algorithm is used to generate an observation of the environment state as a
result of the action as well as a reward or cost for performing the action [16]. Typically,
the goal is to select actions which either maximize the reward or minimize the cost.
Learning numerical functions or parameters for calibration can be seen as a form
of unsupervised learning, the goal of an agent is to determine the result of taking a
particular action. Learning about the world can be seen as a form of supervised learning.
Designers already know the conclusions an agent should make based on a set of
observations. Learning behaviors fall under the category of reinforcement learning. One
of the most often used reinforcement learning algorithms is Q-learning [17]. In Q-
learning, a state-action table containing the gain an agent obtains by executing some
action from a state is used to tell the agent which action it should execute to obtain
maximum gain. Lazy learning (also known as instance-based learning) delays the use of
gathered information until the need arises [17].
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The techniques used with cooperative robotics are very similar, if not
identical to those used in single robot systems, though some algorithms show greater
utility with cooperative systems. Generally, learning algorithms require many trials with
human-generated rewards or reinforcement functions. Parker [18] notes that the L-
ALLIANCE architecture, an extension of ALLIANCE to the learning problem, improves
the performance of cooperating agents by having agents learn to better estimate the
performance of team members. Other techniques such as genetic algorithms and neural
networks have also been applied towards learning in cooperative robotics [7].
2.2.5 Robot Platform Architecture
This topic concerns the physical architecture of a multi-robot system in terms of
which types of sensors to use, how to determine the communications protocol used by the
system, and reducing cost by making interchangeable parts and modules. In [1], Sahin
explores this topic with GroundScouts. GroundScouts is a micro-robot platform in which
robots can be configured to be in homogeneous or heterogeneous teams. It has a modular
hardware architecture divided abstractly into locomotion, control, sensors,
communication, and actuation [1]. The actual robots are built up by sub-modules which
are hardware components which accomplish the functionality of an abstract module. The
sub-modules are further designed so that they can be stacked on each other allowing
addition of features to a particular robot. If one needs a robot with a range sensor for one
mission and needs an additional heat sensor in the next, the appropriate sub-module(s)
can be added on. This saves costs by reducing the need to construct another robot to
perform the heat sensing task. GroundScouts also provides an operating system with
dynamic task loading that allows changing the
robots'behaviors at runtime.
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Kurabayashi et al. [5] presents a design method for determining the
optimum communication range for a set of robots based on a set of parameters including
density of robot population, information acquisition capacity, and probability of
information output from a robot. This work is motivated by the need to reduce cost in the
platform for cooperative systems. By determining a priori the communication range
needs of a system, the communication architecture and technology necessary can be
specified. This allows system designers to reduce cost and future system complexity.
Complexity arises when it is found that the communications abilities of mobile agents do
not support the network traffic or inter-robot range requiring the addition of more
(potentially expensive) components, and additional programming. Cost savings are
realized by being able to reduce power requirements of the communications system or
complexity of the communications protocols at design time rather than providing full
capabilities that are underutilized.
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3. Bayesian Decision Networks
3.1 Introduction
Bayesian networks are widely accepted as mathematically sound and intuitive
formalism for reasoning under uncertainty [6]. Recently, they have seen much study in
the artificial intelligence and robotics communities due to their abilities to handle an
intelligent agent's ignorance, that is its knowledge limitations, and physical randomness
of actual events, such as tossing a coin [19] or interaction with another intelligent agent
or human being.
Bayesian networks are especially useful for computing conditional probabilities
over influence chains where features are not directly related [6]. An influence chain can
be thought of as a sequence starting from some parent node and progressing through child
nodes on a graph. In probability terms, this is an example of a situation where some
variable depends upon another which in turn depends upon another variable. Calculating
the conditional probabilities of two variables that are not directly related is a nontrivial
task which can be simplified using BN tools.
The graphical nature of BNs allows encoding complex relationships within a
small space that makes them intuitive to understand. Application of Bayes ' theorem in
BNs allows determination of the posterior probability of a given variable, given the prior
and conditional probabilities of the network variables.
Bayes'
theorem relates the
conditional and marginal probabilities of two events [20] and is summarized in Equation
3-1.
A\B)=}$ (3-D.
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It states that the conditional probability of A given B (P(A\B)) is equal to the
product of the conditional probability of B given A (P(B\A)) and the prior or marginal
probability ofA (P(A)), divided by the prior or marginal probability of B (P(B)). In order
words, one can determine the current value or state of a variable within the network based
on prior and conditional probabilities of the network's variable. This process is known as
BN inference [19] and uses applications of
Bayes'
theorem and other probability rules
such as the Law of Total Probability, the multiplication rule, and definition of conditional
probability.
3.2 Bayesian Networks and Influence Diagrams
A BN is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that is constructed by a set of variables
coupled with a set of directed edges between variables where each set of variables
contain a finite set of mutually exclusive states [21]. These variables are known as the
chance nodes of the graph. Figure 3.1 shows an example BN-DAG. In a BN, directed
edges exist between two variables that are directly related. In terms of probability, there
is a conditional dependency between the two variables. For example, in Figure 3.1, there
are conditional dependencies between A and C and between B and C. The absence of a
directed edge between two variables denotes a conditional independency. So, A and B
are conditionally independent given C. So, while it is possible that the events A and B
are not independent, once C is known, knowledge about A cannot affect the probability
value of event B. The addition of the probabilities at each node allows the network to
represent the probabilistic relationship among its features.
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P(C|A,B)
Figure 3.1 Example Bayesian Network
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 give sample conditional probability tables (CPTs) for the BN
in Figure 3.1. In this example, all variables are binary, taking on either a true or false
value. Here, A represents the event that a person has done work, B, the event that the
person has played a video game, and C, the event that the person is tired. Since all
variables are binary, it is trivial to determine the probabilities for the case where C is
false from Table 3.2. This is done by applying the law of total probability; the marginal
probabilities of each event must sum to one.
A - work P(A)
T 0.8
F 0.2
B - play P(B)
T 0.35
F 0.65
C - tired from work and/or play
A B P(C = T|A,B)
T T 0.9
F T 0.7
T F 0.8
F F 0.3
Table 3.1 Probability Tables for
Nodes A and B
Table 3.2 Conditional Probability
Table for Node C for event C = T
A BN is useful when one needs to calculate the probabilities of a chance node
taking on a particular state, given only information about another node, a process known
as inference. By definition, inference is the reasoning involved in making a logical
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judgment on the basis of circumstantial evidence and prior conclusions rather than
on the basis of direct observation [22]. Researchers have developed various algorithms to
perform inference on BNs [19], all of which have various advantages and disadvantages
depending on the network structure, accuracy needed, or time available to converge on a
solution. The structure of a BN and its parameters (the CPTs) can be specified by a
designer or learned from data. As with BN inference, researchers have developed various
algorithms to perform these tasks all of which have different advantages and
disadvantages such as the ability to learn structure or parameters when data is missing
within a dataset, speed, and accuracy [19].
Figure 3.2 Example Bayesian Decision Network
A BN becomes a BDN or influence diagram (ID) when decision and utility nodes
are added. Figure 3.2 modifies the BN from Figure 3.1 to turn it into an ID. Decision
nodes are a set ofmutually exclusive choices available to the decision maker. The utility
node is a function that maps all the possible combinations of decisions and the chance
nodes the utility node depends upon to a value representing the desirability of those
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combinations. Decisions are made by selecting the one which gives the maximum
expected utility. In [19], expected utility is given by the following equation:
EU{A\E) = YJP{0,\E,A)U{Ol\A) (3-2)
In the equation above, E is the available evidence, A is an action with possible outcome
state 0 U(Oi \A) is the utility of each of the outcome states, given that action A is taken
and P(Oj \E,A) is the conditional probability distribution of the possible outcome states in
light of the observation of evidence E and that actionA is taken [19].
For example, the decision node D in Figure 3.2 can represent a decision to sleep
that can take on either a true or false value. In order to decide which decision to make,
the expected utility of each decision must be calculated. Based on the BDN in Figure
3.2, the probabilities of the event denoted by C is independent of the decision to sleep.
As a result, the expected utility equation for the actions D can be given by:
EU(D)^JjP(C,\E)U(C,\D) (3-3)
As can be seen from Equation 3-3, the outcome states (9, are those of the influence node
C. Writing out the full details of calculating the expected utility ofD = yes gives:
EU(D = true) = P(C = true)U(C = true I D = true)
(3-4)
+ P(C = false)U(C = false\D = true)
If the state of C is directly observable (we are able to collect evidence about whether or
not the person is tired), the probabilities for C being true or false become zero or one.
Otherwise, the probability for C being in either state must be calculated based on the joint
distribution ofA, B, and C while taking into account any evidence available forA and B.
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3.3 Bayesian Decision Networks Applied to Robotics
Section 3.2 shows that BNs allow an intelligent agent to handle the physical
randomness of events through the probability tables maintained for chance nodes. An
intelligent agent could develop a good model of its environment by tracking variables
which correspond to different environment states and their dependencies. An agent can
over time develop a better model of its environment through another form of parameter
learning called parameter updating, where the parameters of a network are updated based
on new evidence and the prior probability distributions. An agent's ignorance is handled
through the process of BN inference, where an agent can determine the probability of
some variable taking on a particular state, based only upon the prior probabilities of that
variable and the agent's observations of the states of other nodes. This is clearly a better
foundation for decision making, rather than having to choose decisions which require full
knowledge of all system states.
Research applying BNs to robotics has demonstrated that BDNs can be
successfully used as a means of dealing with uncertainty, modeling an agent's own
behavior as well as that of other agents, machine learning, and decision making [25, 26,
27]. In [23], Zhou and Sakane propose a method using BN structure and parameter
learning to solve a kidnapped robot localization problem. The problem is essentially one
where a robot which has an accurate map of its environment is placed in some area within
the environment without any sensor data of the trip (as if it were blindfolded). The robot
must then determine where it is located based on its observations and return to some
home position. The robot must deal with uncertainty in its location. Even though it has
an accurate map of its environment, many features present similar, if not identical, sensor
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readings. The BN gives the robot an ability to update its belief as to its actual
location as it travels through the environment and make decisions that would bring it to
its target location. The methodology described in the paper suggests they perform the
parameter and structure learning on existing data then allow the robot to run. Their
routines are not performed online.
In [21], Sahin and Bay create a decision-theoretic agent (DTA) using IntelliAgent
software to simulate the dog/sheep herding problem. The software performs structure
and parameter learning from an initial dataset and online parameter learning during the
simulation. They observed situations where the dog and sheep would enter some loop
and after a few iterations, the dog will update its belief about the sheep's behavior and
take a different action that exits the loop. In the paper, they explain that the dog's belief
about the sheep's behavior completely changed, allowing it to take a different action.
Here, BDNs were used to enable the agent, the dog, to learn the behavior of another
agent, the sheep, allowing it to take the best decision to satisfy its goal, herding the sheep.
Sahin and Bay found that the dog's performance, the number of moves necessary for it to
successfully herd the sheep and keep it penned improved after it ran for a couple
simulations, demonstrating that the dog had learned from its previous actions. Another
work where an agent learns the effects of its own behavior is [24] where parameter
learning and structure learning are used to allow a robot to learn (model) what effects its
motor commands have on itself and the environment. The authors were able to
successfully demonstrate that the agent was able to learn by having the robot mimic the
actions of a human using its grippers. Based on the description in the paper, the learning
process was all offline. In [25], the authors apply a decision theoretic approach to real-
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time obstacle avoidance. The authors manually designed the BDN and determined
parameters from sensor data they collected. The research demonstrated a BN can be used
to successfully plan optimum navigation actions for a robot in the presence of static
obstacles, uncertain sensor data, and uncertain state information.
Bayesian Networks and similar probabilistic frameworks have also been applied
to the multi-agent domain. In [4], the authors study how to optimize the currency of
information (how up to date the information is) and the kinds of communication
interdependencies that exist within a team and how that impacts an agent's
communication decision. The paper introduces a new model called decision-theoretic
proactive communication where agents anticipate the information needs of their
teammates while weighing the risk of proactively communicating information. This can
be applied to military situations where when communicating the position of an enemy
one risks giving away one's own position or to a team of robots that must conserve
resources and must balance the need to communicate information with the risk of further
draining power supplies.
Cook et al. [26] describes a decision-theoretic approach to cooperative sensor
planning by unmanned ground vehicles. The vehicles travel in a convoy in
various military formations and must maintain surveillance of the entire area
surrounding the convoy. Since the sensors cannot provide a full sweep of the
areas to be surveyed, the robots must coordinate their sensor patterns to cover all
areas while looking for objects of the greatest concern. In order to do this, the
agents must determine the value of performing a scanning action, prioritize
scanning of areas most likely to have objects of interest and maintain stealth. The
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probability of a vehicle being discovered by the enemy depended on the
location of enemy forces, their line of sight, and the detectability of the sensor
being used. A vehicle whose position is compromised could become a target of
enemy forces. Another cost of being detected by the enemy is the enemy
leveraging information on the vehicles position to interfere with the mission of
other friendly forces [26]. The vehicles'utilities were designed such as to
maximize coverage while minimizing cost.
Bayesian networks can be used to implement any (and all) of the three types of
machine learning mentioned in Section 2.2.4. Unsupervised learning, where the value of
a particular parameter or state is learned, occurs through the process of parameter
learning with BNs. Supervised learning, where inputs and outputs are fully known (or in
other words, causes and effects are fully known), is available through structure and
parameter learning in BNs. Reinforcement learning, where feedback is used to learn the
effects of actions or learn behaviors is present with the inclusion of utility and decision
nodes in BDNs.
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4. Problem Development
4.1 Introduction
Cooperation and learning have been implemented both in simulated and actual
robots or intelligent agents demonstrating the usefulness ofBNs to robotics [4, 19, 20, 22,
23, 24, 25]. In the work found applying BDNs to robotics, network structures are either
specified [4, 21, 24] or learned from data [21, 23]. Parameters are also usually learned
from data with some researchers employing parameter updating to allow their agents to
learn online [24].
Machine learning involves intelligent agents learning the optimum decision to
make based on its observations and models. This is probably the most important aspect
of designing intelligent agents, creating their decision making process. Machine learning
typically involves many hours of simulating or running the robot through test cases, then
manually scoring its responses or behavior. This can be sped up by developing automatic
scoring mechanisms and performing the learning process while the robot is in actual
operation. For agents based on BNs, online learning is typically achieved by performing
the parameter updating process while the agent is in operation. However, one aspect of
machine learning that is absent in BN research, is the ability for agents to change the
values or weighting that determine which action is taken in response to a particular set of
observations.
This concept is the most important aspect of the work done in this thesis. On the
surface, it would seem that existing learning methods already allow agents to modify the
decisions they choose. In BDNs, modifying behavior can be done through a parameter
and structure update. However, this behavioral modification is only due to feedback
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about the state of the environment and other agents (if they are being modeled).
Since the actions taken by an agent are tied to a static value assignment, if a designer
incorrectly specified the agent's utility function, no matter how much the agent learns
about the environment, itself, and other agents, there is no guarantee that it will ever
arrive at the best decision.
This can be likened to the following example: An engineer must design a system
where a robot routinely goes outside to check the status of a meter. The robot is required
to gather this data within a strict timing deadline. Due to the robot's design, its ability to
accurately read the sensor is degraded when it gets wet. The robot has access to a sensor
which gives some confidence value indicating whether or not it is currently raining. The
robot can decide from that value whether or not to carry an umbrella. Carrying an
umbrella causes the robot to travel very slowly. Additionally, the robot has an additional
sensor which can indicate to the robot that it has gotten wet. The engineer must create a
BDN which is able to tradeoff keeping the robot dry (and maintaining its accuracy) over
speed of taking a measurement. However, the engineer makes a mistake in the design
and assigns a high value to the action-state pair of using the umbrella when the sensor
indicates a low probability of there being rain. While structure and parameter updating
will allow the robot to best learn which sensor values correspond to there actually being
rain, it would never be able to make the correct decision of taking an umbrella to avoid
getting wet. It is only by being able to change the robot's BDN utility table that this
behavioral modification can be realized.
In [27], Min studies mobile robot navigation using a Bayesian network within an
environment containing both stationary and mobile obstacles. In his work, a Bayesian
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network is used to select among different obstacle avoidance behaviors that are
available for the robot to perform. If online learning is implemented with Min's
networks, then the behaviors selected by the robot would change as the robot learned
more about the environment and the effects of its actions. This means that the robot's (or
agent's) response to a given situation can change over time rather than being some fixed
behavior which the designer believes is the optimum response. In this case, the overall
outcome is a BN agent that is able to change its response to the same system state as it
learns. While this is the goal of utility updating, in this thesis the learning process is
actually performed and the utility update method is the means by which this behavior is
achieved. In Min's case, the BN utility remains unchanged but, if learning were added to
the system, the resulting behavioral change achieves the result of modifying agent
response to a given world state.
There are certainly cases where modification of the utility function would be an
extremely complex and difficult process, both to do and fully understand its effects. For
example, in [1], the dog's utility is a mathematical function of the dog's position relative
to the sheep and the distance between the two agents. Multiplying the existing utility
function by a scale factor would not have an effect on agent behavior. Since decisions
are made using the principle of maximum expected utility, the chosen decision remains
the same because the expected utilities calculated for all decisions are reduced in scale.
The other alternatives are either to add modifiers to terms within the utility function or to
modify mathematical operations performed between terms. However, the effects of these
operations are not only hard to determine but also can drastically change the existing
behavior of an agent. When the utilities for a BN are given as a table of values for each
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variable that influences an agent's decision, utility updating can be done by simply
modifying those values.
For example, for the BDN shown in Figure 3.2, the variable C is the one that
directly influences the decision made. In the example given in Section 3.2, C represents
the condition that a person is tired. If the decision node D represents a decision to sleep
or not sleep, then Table 4.1 could represent a possible utility table for that BDN where
the object is to allow a person to sleep only if he or she is tired. By applying the
maximum expected utility formula in Equation 3-2, one can easily see that the decision to
sleep will always be made if the probability of being tired is 0.5 or greater. Calculations
of expected utility for each decision are presented in Table 4.3 for various values of
P{C-true) corresponding to the utility table used.
Influence node C: tired
T F
T 10.00 0.00
F 6.00 3.00
Table 4.1 Example Utility Table for
BDN in Figure 3.2
Influence node C: tired
T F
T 8.00 0.00
F 6.00 3.00
Table 4.2 Modified Utility Table for
BDN in Figure 3.2
By changing the utility values to those in Table 4.2, the decision to sleep will now only
be made when the probability of being tired is 0.6 or greater. In doing this, the behavior
of the agent has changed. Determining the values for Table 4.2 from those in Table 4. 1 is
simple. One method is to either reduce the utility (or value) of going to sleep when tired
or increase the utility of not "sleeping when tired. Extending this idea to multiple
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influence nodes is straightforward. For example, if the decision influence nodes
are both A and C, then increasing the utility values corresponding to node A while
keeping the rest constant would imply that whether or not the person worked now has a
bigger effect on the decision to sleep.
P(C=true)
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9
4.1
T 4 5 6 7 9
F 4.2 4.5 4 5.1 5.7
4.2
T 3.2 4 4 5.6 7.2
F 4.2 4.5 4 5.1 5.7
Table 4.3 Expected Utility for DecisionD for Selected Probability Values of C
Based on the example presented above, utility updating is performed via the
following:
U(Ol\A)new=U(Ol\A)M+Corr (4-1)
Equation 4-1 shows that utility is updated by adding a correction factor Corr to the
existing value. This correction factor can be a positive or negative value. An agent can
then modify its behavior based on feedback from the environment or its sensors by
choosing the sign and magnitude of the correction factor. Given that online parameter
and structure updating have been shown increase the performance of BN-based
intelligent agents, it is the goal of this thesis to study utility updating and determine if it
too can yield similar performance gains.
4.2 Problem Statement
Thus, we propose a DTA using online structure, parameter, and utility learning of
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a BDN that models the interaction between the agent, its environment, and other
intelligent agents. Specifically, DTAs are developed to solve a scaled down version of
the PRT problem where multiple agents must cooperate to maintain system efficiency.
The performance of our proposed agent will be compared to a rule-based planner as well
as the intermediate BN agents developed to determine whether learning a new structure
and utility provide any performance increase over current methods.
In this thesis, the initial BDN is manually developed. It is already known that the
number of possible network structures increases exponentially in the number of network
nodes (variables). As a result, the number of variables used are limited which can result
in incomplete information being presented to each agent. Additionally, the size of the
CPTs for a node increases exponentially by the number of parents to that node so this too
will be limited and can negatively affect the quality of information available to an agent.
In this situation, the utility tables developed cannot be expected to be the best for an
agent to achieve its goals and there exists the possibility that errors could be introduced.
The introduction of utility updating to an agent should thus serve as a corrective measure.
Comparing the BDN to a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control loop, parameter
and structure updating would have the affect of adjusting the transient response.
However, only utility updating could remove the steady state error from the system.
The DTA will be built using the bayesian network toolbox (BNT) for Matlab by
Kevin Murphy [27] and the structure learning package (SLP) by Philippe Leray [29]
which adds additional structure learning functions including ones that handle learning
with incomplete data to the BNT.
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4.3 Simplified Personal Rapid Transit
PRT is a proposed public transport idea that offers automated on-demand non
stop point-to-point transportation between one's start and destination [30]. Passengers
enter and exit the vehicles at stops which are not along the main guideway allowing the
vehicles to always travel at top speed between destinations. The issues involved in
implementation of PRT are those of design, construction and cost of guideways, spacing
between vehicles when traveling at speed and other safety considerations, and the control
system of the vehicles (which are assumed to be autonomous) as well as balancing the
cost of running all the vehicles on the system versus the actual demand. This can become
complex as demand can shift to different parts of the system as opposed to being balance
across the entire system and ridership of public transportation tends to fluctuate
depending on the time of day, season, or special occasions.
This thesis makes the simplifying assumption that the guideways allow for travel
of only one car at a time. This is similar to having a train system with only one set of
tracks that must be used for travel in either direction. As in the PRT concept, the stops
will be off the main guideways. The vehicles (our DTAs) will respond to calls and
attempt to service them as quickly as possible. The overall control problem is simplified
by allowing the vehicles to stop along a guideway instead of always traveling at full
speed. The DTAs have a finite-range 360-degree sensor capable of detecting other agents
and their current direction of travel. Additionally, the DTAs have a full map of the transit
system and always know their precise location on it. The vehicle actions are limited to
traveling in one of four directions (north, south, east, or west), or not moving at all. The
DTAs overall goals are to service calls as quickly as possible without any collisions.
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4.4 Simulation Environment
Testing of the agent planners is done using a simulator developed to model the
simplified PRT described in the previous section. The simulator maintains a static map
of the guideways and destinations. This map is holds information indicating which
locations are plain guideway, an intersection point, or a destination point. The simulator
provides functions that generate goals for each agent, a route planner, and data collection
from an agent's simulated sensors. The simulator can also graphically display the map
overlaid with a symbol representing an agent at its current location. This provides a
means of qualitatively analyzing the performance of an agent planner as well as rapid
development and debugging of simulator code.
In order to be able to make meaningful comparisons among the different planners
under study, the simulator collects and presents the same dataset to each agent and
accepts the same movement commands from the agents. Since each agent has an
identical interface to the simulator, functions to collect and analyze data as well as the
functions which generate sensor data do not need to be tailored to any specific planner
type. Not only does this allow better comparison of the planners by constraining their
inputs and outputs to the same dataset, it also allows for future addition or changes to the
simulator functions, whether to correct errors or add additional functionality without
affecting the behavior of the planners.
The simulator and agent planners were designed such that the sensor data they use
are those that can be directly collected from existing sensors commonly used in mobile
robots or abstractions of data which could be derived from sensor data. For example,
determining whether or not a detected robot is in motion can be determined by comparing
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two consecutive sensor readings (such as ultrasonic distance measuring) which
indicate the position of the target robot. These readings can be used to localize the target
robot (either to a global or relative origin). If the robot's position has changed between
two readings, then it has been determined that the robot is moving, otherwise, it is not.
Figure 4.1 Simulator Map Showing the Sensor Radius of an Agent Heading East
During each iteration of the simulator, it collects all sensor data that the agents
will have access to, updates (if necessary) the goal points for each agent, passes the
available sensor data to the agent planner, then updates all the agent positions based on
the movement command output of each agent planner. Due to the use of abstracted
sensor data, each iteration of the simulator encompasses a sense-decide-act cycle where
the sense time incorporates the number of sensor readings necessary to determine the
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value of all abstracted data. As a result, the simulator assumes that each agent
takes the same amount of time to collect data and make a decision.
In order to study intelligent control of multi-agent teams, we need to establish
both a sensing and communication radius for each agent as well as to determine if the
team is made up of heterogeneous or homogeneous agents. In the context of the PRT
problem, the agents being modeled and studied are homogenous with a sensor range that
is the same as their communication range. Therefore a given agent can only
"hear" data
broadcast by agents it can "see". This also reduces the control paradigm under study
from being one that in some way must effect global control by tracking the position and
states of all agents to a local control paradigm which attempts to meet system objectives
within the groups of robots that can sense each other. Since the planners developed in
this research are designed to control individual agents, they must be evaluated in the
context of overall system performance rather than that of an individual agent.
The simulator provides each agent a sensor radius of five units. Within this
radius, agents are given the locations of other robots to within four sectors of the sensor
circle designated as N, S, E, and W. Agents are told whether there is an intersection
point in the sector matching its current direction of motion, if that point is directly ahead
(in its direction ofmotion), and whether a detected robot is directly ahead (in its direction
of motion). Additionally, the simulator indicates the direction of motion for each
detected agent and the agent state. Currently, this data is used only as an indicator of
whether a detected agent is moving or not moving. The data is present in its current form
to allow modeling of robots which are able to broadcast more information beyond a
unique identifier.
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5. Development ofDecision Theoretic Agent
5.1 Rule Based Planner
In this research, the simulator determines ahead of time the current route each
agent will take in the PRT system. Based on the sensor data, the planner decides whether
to allow an agent to move along its route, halt (i.e. remain on the route but do not move),
or to take a temporary detour from its current route to goal location. Planners can also
prematurely return an agent to its original goal if it were on an alternate route path. The
simulator handles generating the alternate route goal point (at random) and uses its
routing function to reroute the agent.
The first planner developed is the rule-based planner. It serves as a baseline for
comparing the performance of the BN-based planners because:
1 . A rule-based planner is the simplest type of planner to develop (once a set
of rules governing agent behavior have been established).
2. Rule-based planners are typically the types of controllers most system
designers initially use barring experience or knowledge ofmore advanced methods.
3. The planner itself is simple. It is just made up of a series of if-then
statements (with one exception).
To aid in developing the rules for the planner, it is necessary to first establish the
system goals. Since this problem in part simulates PRT, the absolute goal is that the
system maintains safety - agents cannot ever
"crash" into each other. In terms of the
simulator, that means that the agents cannot occupy the same block at the same time. The
second PRT goal is that agents must travel to their goal points as quickly as possible
without violating the first. Since the simulator plans the route for each agent to its goal
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points, the main job of the planner is to ensure that an agent does not have a
collision and direct it along its path in such a way that it can travel to its target position as
fast as possible. As a result, when developing the rules which govern agent actions in
situations where another agent is nearby and could impede its travel, the rules are
designed such that as much as possible agents will remain in motion towards their target.
Since moving or waiting (not moving) are the major states an agent can have in
the PRT system, to aid in specifying the rules, a set of conditions is developed where an
agent will or will not have right ofway. Conditions where an agent has right of way will
allow it to move along its current route. However, not all other conditions result in
waiting. Some could have the agent being rerouted along an alternate path or given a
temporary alternate goal point. The following lists the conditions and how the affect the
right of way of the agent under consideration:
1 . If the current agent is in an intersection and directly in front of another agent
then the current robot has the right ofway.
2. If the current agent is directly in front of another that is in an intersection then
the current agent does not have the right ofway.
3. If the current agent is directly in front of another that is not in an intersection,
neither agent has right of way.
4. If the current agent is at intersection with other agents, the right hand rule is
used to determine which agent has the right ofway.
5. The current agent and another agent are separated by one block at a non-
intersection point. In this case neither agent has the right of way.
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6. If multiple agents are moving towards each other with an intersection
between them, neither agent has the right ofway.
7. Multiple agents are moving towards each other without an intersection between
them. In this case, neither agent has the right of way.
The right hand rule mentioned in #4 above resolves which agent has right of way
when multiple agents simultaneously arrive at an intersection. This rules states that if
there is an agent to the right, then that agent has right of way. The simulator takes care of
resolving this information from the robot directions (north, south, east, or west).
There are situations where an agent that has right of way still must enter a wait
state. For example, if there is an agent in the intersection, according to #1 above, it has
the right of way. However, if there is a robot directly ahead of it, moving will violate the
system goal that agents cannot crash into each other. However, if the current agent has
right of way, then it means the other agent does not. So, by entering the wait state, the
agent can pause until the other robot has moved away, rather than losing time by
attempting to reroute or temporarily heading off to a different goal point.
Since the simulator does not return information as to how close an agent is
detected in the right of way direction (from the right hand rule), only that there is one in
the particular sector corresponding to that direction, there is a chance that it is safe even
when another agent has been determined to have right ofway from the rule. The decision
to move or wait is chosen at random with 80% weighting towards the chance that the
current agent does not have the right of way. In situations where neither agent would
have the right of way, a 50% chance is assigned to the probability that the other agent has
right of way. The other special situation is when an agent is approaching an intersection
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and has detected multiple agents but none in the intersection. The chance that the
current agent will have right of way is determined by the number of exits from the
intersection, number of robots detected, and number detected in the sector ahead of the
robot.
Randomness is not just introduced to aid in handling situations where there would
be insufficient information to determine the best decision. With any planner that is solely
rule based, situations can arise which are not fully captured by the rules, or will deadlock
the agent. Having random behavior aids in keeping the agent from deadlocking and can
help increase the number of correct decisions made when situations where no agent has
clear right of way arise.
5.2 Bayesian Network Creation
The overall goal of this project is to create a DTA which is able to learn online by
using parameter, structure, and utility function updating of its BN. To achieve this goal,
the DTA is created in incremental steps. The first (and major) step is to specify the
structure and prior distributions for all the network nodes. From there, parameter
updating is added on, then utility updating, and finally structure updating. The DTA will
transition from being a static agent that does not respond to changes in the system or to
incorrect predictions and decisions to one that is able to more accurately model the
relationships between system variables, change how it weighs sensor data in determining
a decision, and modify its system model to respond to changes or new data inconsistent
with its prior system model.
In developing the rules for the rule based planner, decisions are made that directly
link a specific agent-environment state to a set of observations. One of the reasons for
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using BNs is the realization that the observation-state linkages may not always be
correct since these determinations were made with limited knowledge of actual system
dynamics. A BN which models the system allows the designer to generate a statistically
accurate set of observation-state linkages over time. Additionally, BNs allow the
designer to incorporate the original belief of the system behavior - essentially what is
encoded by the rules developed in the previous section. This means that a BN can
capture all the rules developed for the rule based planner and through parameter updating,
develop a more accurate association of observations to agent-system states.
Two BNs were developed in the course of this research. One serves as a model of
the other agent behavior. Its purpose is to determine whether another agent will either
move or enter a wait state. The other is used to determine the action taken by an agent,
whether it follows its current path, enters a wait state, or temporarily takes an alternate
route. Since the actions taken by other agents are nodes of the second BN, it is possible
to represent the two in a single network. Typically, networks that contain multiple
decision nodes where knowledge of one decision is necessary before another can be made
are used to form plans - a series of decisions or actions usually that are to be taken in
some temporal order. As a result, the overall BN can be thought of as a one which
generates a plan specifying the actions of all agents in the system. This further validates
the use of BDNs with multi-agent systems since a control strategy facilitating cooperative
behavior among multiple robots is developed using BDNs.
The network nodes are binary, taking on either a true or false value. The nodes
represent data or concepts which can be derived from the sensor data provided by the
simulator. They were chosen to coincide with the rules used to develop the rule-based
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planner. This property aids in demonstrating that the two types of planner can be
compared in a valid fashion. In addition to designing the original structure of the
network, we also specify the prior distribution among the nodes. Again, this is done by
considering the expected behavior of the robots as they traverse the map.
Figure 5.1 Internal Agent Bayesian Decision Network With Labelled Chance Nodes
Each agent maintains a separate BN to model the behavior of other agents in the
system, and a single internal BN that models the relationships between the actions that
the other agents take, the environment, and agent goals. Figure 5.1 shows the internal
agent BN. The actual networks created with the BNT do not incorporate the utility and
decision nodes. Those functions are instead carried out in software with functions
specifically written for the purpose of this thesis.
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The names shown in Figure 5.1 for each node are the ones used in the code
written to implement the agents. Each node, with the exception of utility and decision
nodes, is a binary node taking on either a true or false value. Associated with each node
is a CPT or simply a probability table (for nodes without parents) that gives the prior joint
distribution of node values. For example, the CPT for the IntNear and FreeExit nodes are
given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for a system containing only two agents. The probability
tables describe the chances of a node being in either the true or false state given the
possible states of the other variables. The node names prefixed with an
'o' indicate
variables which depend upon observations of, or predictions about, other agents.
IntNear is a node indicating whether an intersection was detected within an
agent's scan (or field of view). Inslnt indicates whether a particular agent is inside of an
intersection. As can be seen from the BDN in Figure 5.1, knowledge of being inside an
intersection depends upon whether or not there is even one detected in an agent's field of
view. FreeExit indicates whether there is a potential direction by which an agent that is
in a detected intersection could leave it. The value of this node logically depends upon
whether there is an intersection detected by an agent and whether other agents are also
detected. olsNear indicates if another agent was detected within a particular scan while
olsAhd indicates that not only is an agent detected, but also that the detected agent is
directly ahead of the one doing the scan. Mov indicates whether the current agent is
moving or standing still while oDec gives the move or stay decision predicted by BDN
modeling the other agent. oRofWDir indicates whether or not the other agent is detected
in the sector of the scan corresponding to an agent that would have right-of-way at an
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intersection, olnlnt indicates whether the other agent is in the intersection and
oRofW indicates whether the other agent actually has right-of-way.
The BN for other agents is almost identical, lacking the oDec, and olsNear nodes
and replacing the olsAhd node with AgtNear. While in the Internal Agent Model, the
node values are taken directly from sensor readings, in the other agent BDN, the node
values are the predicted sensor readings of the other agent. AgtNear predicts whether or
not the other agent would itself detect other agents.
Even though olsNear can be seen to depend on olsAhd both are needed in
determining whether or not there is a free exit from an intersection. For example, while
olsNear may point to a potential block from exiting an intersection, if the Inslnt value is
true, indicating that the current agent is inside an intersection and olsAhd is also true,
then there definitely is a block from an intersection.
In order for this work to be applicable to teams of robots, there needs to be a
method by which the internal agent BDN can scale up to cover more than two agents.
The function that constructs the BNs for each agent takes as input the number of agents in
the system. In the agent's internal model, the boxed set of nodes is replicated for each
additional agent in the system. However, with each additional arc into the FreeExit,
olnlnt, and oRofW nodes, their conditional probability tables grow exponentially.
Equation 5-1 gives the number of conditional probability table entries TE as a function of
parent nodes, Pn.
TE = 2Pn+1 (5-1)
For example, the oRofW node in the original network has four arcs requiring determining
the conditional probabilities of 32 different combinations of states. Adding an additional
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agent into the system increases the number of possible combinations to 512 (the
number of nodes that are parents of oRofW increases by four). To aid in developing the
CPTs for systems with more than two agents, an algorithm is developed that generates
the appropriately sized CPT based on rules that specify how each incoming node affects
the probability of the output being false. Since the probabilities for a node being true or
false for a specific input combination must sum to one, it is trivial to determine the
probability of the node being in one state from the CPT values of the other.
The final item that is specified in the BN is a utility function or table. All
influence nodes, those nodes which have arcs directed towards the utility node, are given
a value, for each possible state of each decision that indicates its tendency to give rise to a
particular action. The decision that is predicted or made is the one which has the highest
expected utility.
5.3 Parameter Updating
Parameter updating is the process by which the conditional probability tables that
describe the relationship between a node and its parents and descendents are updated by
the observation of new data. The built-in BNT function bayes_update_params can only
perform parameter updating for fully observable data sets. The solution to this problem,
how to update the BN parameters with observations that contain missing data, is to
estimating via BN-inference the values of the missing data, and then use the
bayes_update_params function on the completed dataset. However, this process could
not be carried out exactly as described. Recall that parameter updating is the process
whereby an agent learns a more about the relationship between parent and child nodes in
a BN. Learning must take into account prior knowledge as well as the incoming
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observations. The BNT functions for creating a BN allow specifying the prior
sample size of the CPTs. However, experimentation with a sample BN indicated that the
bayes_update_params function did not behave as expected. The solution is to instead use
the sample_bnet function to generate a number of samples equivalent to the prior sample
size desired, add these to the incoming observations, then use a BN parameter learning
function.
Parameter updating occurs every 500 iterations of the simulator for each agent
when their planner function executes. The BNT function, learn_params_em is used
because it is able to handle situations where data is missing. Learn_params_em is an
implementation of the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm which is one that is used
for learning a BN's parameters when there are missing data items. A description of the
algorithm can be found in Chapter 6 of [6]. In this thesis, 100 samples from the observed
data are used in the parameter update process. Prior distribution data is incorporated by
generating 100 additional sample observations from the existing network. This ensures
the prior distribution carries half as much weight as the recent observations. As a result,
the system should be able to react to changes in system parameters while still taking into
account prior behavior.
5.4 Utility Updating
This thesis defines utility updating as modifying the utility function or tables in
response to correct suboptimal or incorrect valuations of actions taken in response to the
system's state. In the case of the DTA, this results in increasing or decreasing the
weighting for each node which directly influences the selected decision. The method
chosen to achieve this weakly reinforces
"correct" decisions and more strongly penalizes
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"incorrect"
ones. Decisions are classified as correct or incorrect when in the next
simulator iteration, the agent is able to observe the action of another agent and compare
its behavior with that predicted previously. For all other cases, the utility update step is
not performed.
Here, the correction factor, from Equation 4-1, is a product of, what is termed
herein, a reinforcement constant and another value. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the
agent must determine both the magnitude and sign of the correction factor. The sign
comes from the reinforcement constant, which is either 0.005 (weak positive
reinforcement) or -0.2 (strong negative reinforcement). Recall that for each decision,
there is a utility value for each of state of an influence node. The value chosen to
modulate the reinforcement factor is the probability value of each of those states. Thus,
in this thesis, the utility update equation becomes:
U(Ol | A)new = U(0, | A)M + Rcms, * P(0, | E) (5-2)
This relies on the assumption that incorrect decisions or predictions are made when the
expected utility calculated for an incorrectly valued influence node is highest. The
expected utility will be highest when P(Oi\E) is closest to one. Thus, there is a secondary
assumption that incorrect decisions occur when the outcome probability for the
incorrectly valued influence node is closest to one and outcome probabilities for the other
nodes are not. Then the utility update ensures that when incorrect decisions are made, the
utility values for the incorrectly valued influence nodes decrease by a greater amount
than that of the other influence nodes.
The utility update is performed for the other agent models. Currently, this has not
been implemented for the internal agent model. Currently, the only metric built into the
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simulator that can be used to update the utility of the internal agent network is the
detection of collisions between agents. Additional functionality that tracks and scores the
performance of each agent in terms of trips completed and average simulator iterations
per trip is needed to implement utility updating functionality for the internal agent.
5.5 Structure Updating
In the agent implementation that uses structure updating, this step is performed in
conjunction with the parameter updates once every 100 simulator iterations. It uses the
same dataset as the parameter update, the 100 most recent observations plus 100 sample
observations from the currently existing network. In order to deal with cases with
missing (unobserved) data, the learn_struct_em function from the SLP is used.
Learn uses the EM algorithm in dealing with the missing data items.
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6. Application ofAgent to Personal Rapid Transit Problem
6.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 4.3, the overall system goals are to maintain safety by not
allowing agents to
"collide"
with each other and for agents to travel to their destinations
in the fastest time (or least number of simulator iterations). Keeping in line with the PRT
system being modeled, the travel time being recorded is that of an agent from when it has
been answered a call to when it finishes servicing that call (picking up and dropping off a
passenger). A two-agent system is simulated using the rule based planner, then iterating
through each stage of the DTA. Data is collected at the end of 1000 iterations of the
simulator. The variables tracking the number of iterations per trip and number of
collisions are reset for use in the next simulation run. The initial set of simulations
consisted of five runs for every agent. Based on those results, an extended simulation
consisting of 36 runs is executed over a reduced set of agents.
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6.2 Simulation Results
1 2 3 4 5 Overall
Min 56 68 73 56 64 56
Max 224 287 387 368 283 387
Mean 108.267 127.188 159.538 117.529 123.667 127.238
Trips 15 16 13 17 12 73
Collisions 2 0 0 2 0 4
Coll/trip 0.133333 0 0 0.117647 0 0.054795
1 2 3 4 5 Overall
Min 59 56 56 65 56 56
Max 147 297 281 173 147 297
Mean 95.059 128.733 104.500 108.211 104.579 108.216
Trips 17 15 20 19 19 90
Collisions 1 2 3 2 1 9
Coll/trip 0.058824 0.133333 0.15 0.105263 0.052632 0.1
1 2 3 4 5 Overall
Min 56 56 62 56 59 56
Max 278 172 188 243 174 278
Mean 112.143 97.227 97.550 119.833 110.389 107.428
Trips 14 22 20 18 18 92
Collisions 2 0 2 1 2 7
Coll/trip 0.142857 0 0.1 0.055556 0.111111 0.076087
1 2 3 4 5 Overall
Min 61 56 56 62 62 56
Max 145 303 202 290 334 334
Mean 98.000 126.600 109.300 128.688 108.389 114.195
Trips 17 15 20 16 18 86
Collisions 2 6 1 1 4 14
Coll/trip 0.117647 0.4 0.05 0.0625 0.222222 0.162791
1 2 3 4 5 Overall
Min 56 56 60 56 56 56
Max 188 199 277 159 146 277
Mean 103.059 109.421 134.643 95.682 91 .476 106.856
Trips 17 19 14 22 21 93
Collisions 2 2 3 0 0 7
Coll/trip 0.117647 0.105263 0.214286 0 0 0.075269
1 2 3
_J
4 5 Overall
w/
Min 56 65 73 57 61 56
Max 139 386 473 178 146 473
Mean 100.941 142.917 167.643 108.947 93.429 122.775
Trips 17 12 14 19 21 83
Collisions 0 2 5 4 2 13
Coll/trip 0 0.166667 0.357143 0.210526 0.095238 0.156627
Table 6.1: Initial Simulation Results for Two Agent System
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In the initial simulation results summarized in Table 6.1, the BN-based
agents all outperform the rule-based agents in all trip length related metrics. Parameter
updating is validated as a method of improving agent performance. Excluding agents
with structure updating, the DTA with parameter and utility updating scores best in all
metrics among the BN-agents. In the metrics relating to collisions, the rule-based agents
outperform the BN-agents.
Initial simulation results on a four agent system yielded results with similar
differences between the different planners. All of the planners in the four-agent system
had about twice the number of collisions as in the two agent system and 1.3 times the
number of completed trips and average iterations per trip. These initial results indicate
that while increasing the number of agents in the system does not necessarily correspond
to a linear increase in performance, the relative performance difference between the
different agent planners remains the same as the number of agents is scaled up.
Agent Type
Simulation Time
(seconds)
Rule Based Planner 8
BN without Updating 75
BN with Parameter Updating 280
BN with Parameter and
Structure Updating
1460
BN with Parameter and Utility
Updating
280
BN with Parameter,
Structure, and Utility
Updating
1470
Table 6.2 Approximate 500 Iteration Simulation Time for All Agents
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Based on the initial simulations, structure updating, as implemented in this
thesis, does not significantly increase performance of the DTAs. However, there is a
drastic increase in simulation time necessary for agents with structure updating as shown
in Table 6.2. Since this thesis is focusing on the effects of utility updating, DTAs with
structure updating were excluded from the next set of simulations in which data is
collected over 36 consecutive runs of 500 iteration simulations. For each agent, a plot of
each performance metric per run is used to evaluate whether further simulations beyond
the 36 runs would yield significantly different results. The plots for the DTA using
parameter and utility updating are shown below. Those for all other agents are included
in the appendix.
DTA with Parameter and Utility Updating
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35
Simulation Run
Figure 6.1 Maximum Trip Length Per 500 Iteration Simulation Run
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Figure 6.2 Minimum Trip Length Per 500 Iteration Simulation Run
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Figure 6.3 Completed Trips Per 500 Iteration Simulation Run
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DTA with Parameter and Utility Updating
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35
Simulation Run
Figure 6.4 Number of Collisions Per 500 Iteration Simulation Run
DTA with Parameter and Utility Updating
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Figure 6.5 Mean Trip Length Per 500 Iteration Simulation Run
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DTA with Parameter and Utility Updating
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35
Simulation Run
Figure 6.6 Collisions/Trip Ratio Per 500 Iteration Simulation Run
Overall
Performance
Rule Based
Agent
DTA without
Updating
DTA with
Parameter
Updating
DTA with
Parameter
and Utility
Updating
Minimum Trip
Length 56 56 56 56
Maximum Trip
Length 1048 451 394 Jlilllft
Mean Trip Length 132.2737 112.2108 116.3795 ,&g&$E$&B
Total Trips 558 647 623
87Total Collisions 98 84
Collisions/Trip ife^J^llMI 0.1515 0.1348 0.1297
Table 6.3 Extended Simulation Results
Analysis of the performance metric versus simulation run plots shows that after
36 consecutive simulation runs, the change per simulation run is much smaller in the last
6-8 runs than in those prior to that point. Since the performance values seem to be
settling down, it is expected that these last 6-8 simulation runs capture the final results of
the bayesian network learning process. In Table 6.3, green represents the best score for a
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given performance metric and yellow indicates the best scoring BN-based agent (if
the rule-based agent has the best overall score). The extended simulation results show
that in three of the six performance metrics, the DTA with utility updating outperforms
all the other agents. As expected, in total collisions and collisions per trip, the rule-based
agent scores best. The Table 6.3 results indicate that while the rule-based agent has less
than a 2% chance of collision occurring, the BN-based agents have a 13% or higher
chance of collision. However, it is important to note that the collisions per trip ratio
decreases when the BN-agent gain parameter updating and again when utility updating is
added.
6.3 Discussion
Utility updating enabled agent's to better achieve the goal of increasing the PRT
system's throughput. However, the second goal, minimizing collisions, was not
achieved. The poor performance of the all BN-based agents with respect to collisions
indicates that this is most likely attributable to the agent structure designed in this thesis.
Since the implementation of structure updating did not readily lend itself to simulation
and did not show significant promise for increasing agent performance in the initial
simulations, it is unknown whether structure updating would improve the collision
numbers for the BN-based agents.
In all the simulation results, BN-based agent performance always increases in as
the agent gains learning abilities. The initial simulation results in Table 6.1 and the
extended simulation results, Table 6.3, both clearly show this progression. While
simulations results indicate that adding utility updating to an agent that already has
parameter updating increases its performance, it is expected that this effect is
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commutative. Adding parameter updating to an agent with utility updating should
similarly result in a performance increase.
The initial results from simulation of a four-agent system suggest that the
performance issues between the different planners can be studied at a lower complexity
level with the expectations that results would hold as the number of agents is scaled up.
Based on a comparison between the initial two-agent and four-agent system simulation
results, the following is observed:
1. The average trip length shows a slight increase.
2. The number of collisions increases by at least a factor of four.
3. The total number of trips completed increases by 27% for the rule-based agents
and at least 55% for the DTAs.
These conclusions support those drawn from the 36-run simulation results, that the design
of the DTAs does not adequately support the goal ofminimizing collisions.
The computation cost of structure updating is one of the reasons why agents using
those features were not simulated in the extended simulation runs. Table 6.2 shows that
utility updating is achieved with negligible computation cost beyond that necessary for
parameter updating. Since utility updating is being offered as an additional method to be
implemented along with structure and parameter updating, this is a critical observation.
6.4 Future Work
While the simulation results indicate that utility updating has the potential to
improve agent performance, more study needs to be done to quantify the performance
gains. For example, in the PRT system, there could be a theoretical maximum capacity
that limits the number of trips that are completed each 500 iteration run. If the DTA's
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performance is already close to that limit, then further simulation would not yield
different results. Aside from potentially increasing agent performance, utility updating
can also aid agents in reaching their performance limits faster. A simulation environment
where agent performance is seen to slowly increase over time with a BN-agent is a good
candidate for studying the effect of utility updating in speeding up the time necessary for
an agent to reach its performance limit.
Another limitation faced in this work is that of computation power. In order to
more exhaustively investigate the potential benefits of utility updating, it is necessary to
be able to run simulation at a much faster rate, especially when more than two agents are
involved. This would typically require rewriting much of the BNT and SLP functions
used in a fast compiled language, such as C as well as rewriting the simulator so that it
can behave as a server, parallelizing operations for the various agents. From that point,
the efficacy of utility updating can be further studied by introducing changes in the
environment such as changing distributions of
"calls"
that agents need to service,
investigating how agents respond to call congestion in one particular area, or having the
DTA operate in a environment with mixed agent planners.
The method of utility updating introduced in this thesis, Equation 5-2, is a simple
one relying upon assumptions about the probability distribution of incorrectly valued
influence nodes when incorrect decisions occur. Alternate methods of utility updating
can include:
1. Adding performance metrics that allow agents to target the specific influence
nodes whose utility values need to be changed.
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2. Adding (or subtracting) small random values to the utility table when an
incorrect decision is made until a table is found that yields the correct decision.
7. Conclusion
This thesis successfully implemented a DTA that incorporates parameter, utility,
and structure learning. This was challenging due to:
1. Needing to limit the number of variables (nodes) used since potential BN
structures are exponential in the number of nodes.
2. DTA development is based on a simulator that provides identical information to
both rule-based and BN-based agents.
3. DTA design is based on that of the rule-based agents and observation of their
performance on the PRT system.
4. Utility updating needed to operate in a manner similar to parameter and structure
updating where calculation of the new utilities must include information on both
the previous values and current agent observations.
Simulation indicated that there is a performance increase from the barebones BN
iteratively up to the full DTA. Utility updating is successfully shown to quantitatively
improve agent performance at negligible computation cost. Comparison of the utility
tables designed for the BDN and the final ones learned by the DTA showed that the
agents made significant changes to the values given to each action-state pair. Initial
simulation of a four-agent system indicates that the relative performance difference
among the various planners remains the same as the number of agents increases. This
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indicates that the DTA with utility updating can be used as a general purpose
planner for multi-agent systems of any size.
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Appendix
The CD ROM contents include
Matlab code for the simulator, agent planners, and helper functions developed for
use with the thesis.
The Bayesian Network Toolbox and Structure Learning Package (both of which
are open source).
An excel file containing all data collected and graphs created to summarize the
results.
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